


Williams Lake  
South Lakeside Trail Network  
 
The South Lakeside trail network is an XC meca with long smooth climbs and 
fast descents through amazing Douglas Fir forests. The area lies on the 
Traditional Territory of the Northern Shuswap First Nation and the Williams 
Lake Cycling Club is currently in discussions with the Williams Lake Indian 
Band to allow for mountain biking in the area. We encourage folks to ride 
this area with a soft foot print, respecting those who came before you. 
 
The main trail head starts at the bottom of Prosperity Way which is the road 
to the Wallmart. Pass through a chain gate up a double track road and 
proceed straight onto single track through logged area. You'll enter the 
network on 2 Fridges and work you way up hill, cross a road onto the bottom 
of Moose Drop and eventually to Guinness on your left. This trail will take 
you into the vastness of the Southside network. 
 

 Joanne  All Mountain Advanced 
A short cut from the Cabin loop to Jaden, this steep pitch might be short, but it sure was over quick. 

 

 Kenny's Krack  All Mountain  Advanced 
Old school ridge line decent into madness. It'll grab ya and spill you out onto Juniper Street. Starts off 
Gun'A'Noot. 
 

 Nibbs  All Mountain  Advanced 
A fast and flowy trail that connects the Cabin Loop to Moose Drop. Provides a great way down from the 
top of the network 

 

 Radbitz  All Mountain  Advanced 
Starts off the bottom of Dirty Branchez, this is the DH that everyone loves. Steep in sections, especially 
towards to bottom, this DH flows to Evergreen Street. Cut off onto Jaden or Guiness for a longer ride.  

 

 Stupid  All Mountain Intermediate 
Starts off the end of Southside for a steep DH run that is sure to thrill. It might not be smart, but its got 
heart. Started as the DH tester, still full of love. Ends on Evergreen street. 
 

 2 Fridges  All Mountain  
Starts off Moose Drop at the bottom and connects to Paxton Road and P-Trail for an alternate ending, or 
a climb to gain access into the Southside. 



 Cabin Loop  All Mountain  
Provides single track access that runs parallel to Southside, this will take you past 3 historic cabins along 
a nice up and down XC classic. 
 

 Deer Bedz  All Mountain  
Starts off the front end of Jaden or off the end of the Southdside double track. Has a great southern 
view over Sugarcane at the junction with Southside. Adds some length to Jaden and is ridable both 
ways. 
 

 Durty Branchez  All Mountain  
Starts off Twizzler and rocks thorugh open medows and fir forests vis some super sweet and flowy single 
track. A local favorite. 

 

 Guiness  All Mountain  
Everyone loves a dark one once and a while eh? So many corners you'll snap. Ridable both ways this XC 
classic is a great intorduciton to the Southside network and will get you access to Jaden or Leopard 
Spots. The gap in the map above indicates the intersection with Jaden. Just stay on the main trail, and 
keep an eye on the Guiness signs. You'll cross Moose Drop and hook up with the other half of the pint. 
 

 Jaeden  All Mountain  
Cut yer' bars and curse your uncle, Jaden is our longest hund dug sidehill test peice. A must ride for any 
visitor, Jaden starts off the Southside double track and flows the entier network back towards 2 Fridges. 
Ridable both ways, don't miss this all mountain treasure. 
 

 Kilkenny  All Mountain  
Trail to Uncle Kenny's place that starts off Guiness. Some steeps, stunts and corners that spits you out at 
Kenny's house. Be respecfull when you rip through the yard. 
 

 Leppard Spots  All Mountain  
The trail was one of the original mountain bike trails on Southside till Wallmart stole it. The trail now 
starts off Guiness once you pass the lower corner and gets you back to the botom of Rotnee and 
Gun'A'Noot via a fun and windy climb through the forest. 

 

 Moose Drop  All Mountain  
A fast and super natural trail that never gets old. Smooth corners and fast sections make this a must ride 
on the network. A collection of Jim's masterpeices, and part of Pedal by the Puddle, this trail is a must 
for visitors. 
 

 P-Trail  All Mountain  
Alternate climb off Paxton road that connects to 2 Fridges and Moose Drop or an alternative exit from 
the network. 

 
 Rotnee  All Mountain  



All mountain track ridable in both directions. Splits off Twizzler and heads towards Moose Drop for a 
nice ride down to the lake 
 

 Twizzler  All Mountain  
The All Mountain feeder trail into the Southside network from the Dog Creek Road. Starts off Ottoman 
just off Dog Creek. Provides access to much of the Southsyde network via this flowy trail with some fun 
rock technical sections. Part of the Pedal by the Puddle, Twizzler is a Southside classic. 

 

 Yoland  All Mountain Easy 
Starts off the bottom of Twizzler or off the Cabin Loop and follows the hidden canyon south alongside a 
ridge. Rarely ridden, this trail is the exotic part of the network 
 

 Nerdee  All Mountain  
Double track in places, this multi use trail gets you out towards Yoland and the southern part of the 
network. A little boring, unless you like the Candian Shield. 

 
 Wine Jug All Mountain  

Shortens the climb up Leopard Spots, or an alternate to Moose Drop for the way down. Wider trail that 
is fun both ways. 


